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Jennifer’s work focuses on creating the spaces and experiences that enable global talent to make their contributions toward a better world. A builder at heart, Jennifer loves applying her creative perspective to support collaborative learning and engagement that unlocks opportunity in growth markets.

At the Legatum Center at MIT, Jennifer leads the Foundry Fellowship, a six-month transformative experience for African entrepreneurs and innovation-ecosystem builders. She is inspired every day by the incredible talent, ambition, and energy of the fellows, and in her role strives to offer them a community where they can collectively shape the ecosystems of the future.

As a skilled facilitator, strategist, and learning experience designer, Jennifer also helps guide impact-driven organizations as they navigate complex initiatives, build partner capacities, and mobilize new resources.

Jennifer is the a co-founder of That Spark, a tech-enabled, professional development platform that delivers cohort-based courses and learning experiences to a community of over 8,000 changemakers across China.

Previously, as a Program Director with Geneva Global, Jennifer led philanthropic initiatives that bridged strategic funding with community-based organizations across Asia and Africa; she also helped to build partnerships among donors from established and emerging markets, unlocking significant funding for a wide range of global health and development issues.